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From the EDITOR
Manufacturing growth slowed in January... but there was still growth. Cautiousness in the markets seems to have played a part, as
did the tough winter weather.
Growth, even if slower than expected, is still cause for optimism in my book. And it affords a perfect opportunity to cast another
glance at areas where productivity and efficiency can be tweaked.
This month we’re looking at material handling and cutting-- areas where even small incremental boosts to efficiency and productivity can add up to something signigicant over the long term.
Also, General Mills offers us a case study of how they increased inventory storage capacity by 42% in a facitlity where expanding
was not an option with an ingenious tweak to the existing facility and the material handling and production processes.
By focusing on processes and procedures now to minimize costs and improve margins, when things do turn around (as I believe
they will in short order), it will make the brighter days ahead even brighter.
Looking forward,
Danny Thompson, Editor
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Best of the WEB
1.

Implementing Your Manufacturing Operational Excellence Plan
Business and manufacturing professionals are always looking for new ways for
operations to support improvements to their
company’s products, services, and bottom
line. However, it’s also important to focus on
optimizing limited human and capital resources to ensure operations can consistently
perform with good results.
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Read more… http://www.apriso.com/
blog/2014/02/implementing-your-manufacturing-operational-excellence-plan/
2.

Recycled Pallets Jenga
Making a game of Jenga out of pallets is surprisingly easy and a lot of fun! We were a little
skeptical at first as to whether or not it could
be done due to how rough a surface pallets
have, but the game turned out amazingly well.
Read more… http://www.premierhandling.
com/latest-news/recycled-pallets-jenga/

3.

The History of Packing Peanuts
There are two types of packing peanuts,
those made from foam, and those made
from starches like corn or grain sorghum.
Polystyrene-based packing peanuts were
invented in 1965 and have been used ever
since. Polystyrene packing peanuts can be
used over and over again and can be recycled
at shipping stores around the world.
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Read more… http://www.premierhandling.
com/latest-news/history-packing-peanuts/
4.

Siemens: Training the next generation of
technical rock stars
“It’s up to us to create the thrill about being
the next technical rock star.”– Steve Bashada, VP of Industries, Siemens PLM Software.
Those words echoed through more than
430,000 square feet of manufacturing last
week and struck a chord with an audience assembled to discuss manufacturing’s software
revolution.
Read more…http://bit.ly/1eZCqLC
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Automated Material Ha
Autonomously Move
By John F Mitchell, Jr
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e Products

Autonomous mobile units are now
the best way to move materials and
products around the warehouse or
production facility. These devices
have become more reliable and the
cost has come down to a level that
is very palatable. The brains of an
automated guided vehicle (AGV)
is the programs that run to give the
vehicle instructions about what it
should do, when it should do it, and
how it should do it. The programs or
software as they are called, has come
a long way in the world of guided
vehicles. Now the vehicles are able to
achieve amazing production levels of
several hundred cases per hour with
great accuracy. The AGV has reduced
the amount of movement of materials and products that is required in a
facility. In previous production facilities, fork lifts would bring empty bottles on pallets to the production line
to be filled. There was always a full
pallet load, no matter the number of
bottles needed for the production run.
So the fork lifts would make trips
back and forth to bring full loads
for the start of a production run and
take back partial pallet loads to the
warehouse once the production run
was complete. The AGV eliminates
all this “back and forth” by bringing exactly the correctly number of
bottles when they are needed to the
production line.

Feature STORY
There has been an increasing demand for flexibility and intelligence in the way the AGV does its work in the warehouse
and plant. When a warehouse becomes automated the cost to
handle each product goes way down as compared to the cost
per unit in the traditional manual warehouse. The flexibility of
the automated material handling does this, while the manual
operation cannot reduce the cost at all. The number of units
moved in an automated facility is significantly higher than
the number handled in a manual operation. Flexibility is also
the reason that automation can effectively respond to changes
in requirements of movements in the distribution facility. It
is very easy to re-configure the areas of the floor plan so that
automated material handling can perform efficient movements
with a new job. It is also very easy to accumulate programs that
give the automation instructions of how to do the work. When
a new material handling job needs to start, the new program is
loaded into the controller and the job starts. Traditional material handling systems are much more rigid, and are difficult to
re-configure for a new material handling scenario. The return on
investment for automation is much easier to achieve, while the
ROI for a traditional material handling system can take longer to
actually return because of
its inflexibility.
Automated material
handling is the best way
to handle the explosion of
new products that have to
be stocked in a warehouse
now. The increase in the
number of new products
causes an increase in the
amount of floor space to
store them in the warehouse. When orders come
into the warehouse it is
very difficult for traditional
material handling systems
to be able to effectively
fill those orders when the
products are so numerous
and are scattered in various
locations. Automation finds
it easier to fill orders that
are various products in
various amounts because
of the flexibility that automation has. Usually every
order that comes into the
warehouse now is completely different from any
other order, so flexibility
is required to do the filling
job efficiently.

These systems can be laid out using the value stream map to
determine what are the required parts of the system that is needed by the warehouse in question. One part of the map would
detail the automated receipt of products from the manufacturers.
This would be followed by the placement of products in their
designated storage areas. Orders would be received that need to
be filled. There will be software detailed in the VSM that will
be used to determine the order that products are loaded onto a
pallet or pallets to fill the order to be shipped. An AGV would
be dispatched into the warehouse to retrieve the products in
the order that is required for loading the pallets. These vehicles
have a map of the warehouse facility at their disposal. The AGV
will decide autonomously how to get to the location of each
product. If the way is blocked that was chosen first, the device
will determine a different way on its own. Palletizing is a part
of the design of this efficient system. After all the products for a
given pallet are stacked, the entire pallet is stretch wrapped with
plastic by robotics for protection during shipping.
Benefits from automated material handling can come in small
pieces like saving employees backs, but the benefits also stretch
out to cover larger areas
as well. In some cases the
efficiency that is created
by automated material
handling can cause a
company to consolidate
its warehouse operations
into one or two distribution locations down from
the 6 or 7 that were used
previously. This creates a
major cost savings for a
company. Some automated
material handling systems
include overhead robotics
that pick products from
floor locations and deliver
them to the pallet location.
These are very speedy and
quite accurate. Sometimes
the robotics are combined
with the manufacturing
operation to take a food
product from its manufacturing point into packaging, then into palletizing
before shipping to the retail
location for sales. Be aware
that automated material
handling systems can be
configured to do all that is
required in the warehouse
or distribution center.

As technology has driven
the design of robotics,
the automated material
handling devices now
work better if they are
part of a total system that
is designed as a turnkey
solution for the warehouse.

10
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John Mitchell is President of
Provision, Inc, an online publisher of information about the
uses of automation in business.
The company website,http://
www.provinc.net, allows
companies to evaluate material
handling automation Requests
for quotes can be submitted to
automation specialists.
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Safely Optimizing Pallet
Flow and Pushback Rack
Storage at a General
Mills’ Plant
By Del Williams

Consolidating rack systems
increases storage capacity
by 42% and frees up space,
allowing the addition of
24% more inventory items.

Feature STORY

General Mills’ Cedar Rapids, Iowa plant had successfully used
pallet flow and pushback rack systems, but ongoing growth,
product changes, and long use required a storage system update
that would safely add capacity to their existing facility.
As one of the world’s largest food companies, with global net
sales of $17.8 billion in fiscal year 2013, General Mills values
innovation in every aspect of its business, including storage and
logistics.
The plant’s previous pallet flow and pushback rack systems had
served almost 15 years. During that time, however, volumes
had become larger, pallets heavier, and a switch from 50 lbs.
bags of ingredients to 2,500 lbs. bulk super sacks was made,
where possible, to enhance efficiency and minimize material
handling, according to Scott Ladwig, an inventory analyst at the
plant.
“The challenge was to make better use of our existing vertical warehouse space, since adding to our building was not an
option,” says Ladwig, who sought to avoid trailers of inventory
sitting in the yard or contracted third-party storage. “We wanted
to safely optimize our storage, inventory, and production.”
Ladwig turned to RMH Systems, a material handling equipment
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distributor, and Steel King, a flow storage system and pallet rack
manufacturer. After consultation with General Mills and Steel
King engineers, RMH Systems sales engineer Marty Frangenberg recommended and the plant implemented a new integrated
SK 3400 flow storage and SK 3600 pushback rack system.
In a flow storage system, dynamic flow rails are inclined in a
static rack structure, allowing loads placed on one end to move
by gravity on rollers to the unloading end, with speed controllers
acting as gentle brakes. As a load is removed, the loads behind
it move forward automatically.
Since the flow system depth, height, and width were limited
only by the size of the facility and capabilities of the material handling equipment, it was a good fit for the plant’s high
volume, space efficient needs. Once loaded, FIFO product rotation is automatic and the rack eliminates labor and fork truck
operation to arrange loads. Forklifts are required only for the
initial and final unloading. Since only two aisles are necessary,
aisle space can be reduced by 75 percent and up to 100 percent
more product can be stored than with traditional selective pallet
racking.
Pushback pallet rack offers up to 90 percent more product
storage than selective rack systems and up to 400 percent more
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Feature STORY
selectivity than drive-in racks. Unlike static,
single-pallet deep selective racks, a dynamic
pushback rack system allows storing pallets
two to five deep while providing easy access to
a variety of different SKUs. Pallets are stored
behind each other in a series of nested carts and
are loaded from the same side of the system,
eliminating separate aisles for each function.
Composed of a stable rack along with a series
of inclined carts and rails, when one pallet is
pulled, the one behind it rolls forward.
“We consolidated the flow storage and pushback rack into an integrated system, and turned
them both 90 degrees to free up floor space
for corrugate storage,” explains Frangenberg.
“This enhanced the flow of product and packaging materials to the production line, allowing
high density storage and flow from end to end.”
Ladwig adds, “Integrating the two separate
racks into one rack system increased storage
capacity by 42 percent and freed up space,
allowing the addition of 24 percent more inventory items. It eliminated any issue of trailers of
inventory sitting in the yard, and the potential
need for contracted third-party storage space.”
To enhance rack longevity the General Mills
plant chose SK3400 and SK3600 rack systems
by Steel King; both feature a bolted beam
connection to structural channel columns. A
number of rack features helped the company
meet its strength, durability, and maintenance
goals. Compared to typical racking, the
pallet rack constructed of hot-rolled structural
channel column with full horizontal-diagonal
bracing offers greater frame strength, durability
and cross-sectional area. All grade-5 hardware
provides greater shear strength, and a heavy
7-gauge wrap-around connector plate ensures
a square and plumb installation with a tighter
connection and greater moment resistance.
Special column punching in the structural
rack provided 2-inches of adjustability to
better accommodate the dimensions of super
sacks and larger pallet sizes. “We needed to
adjust to larger pallet capacities now and into
the future,” says Ladwig. “Simply raising or
lowering our rack levels allows us to meet both
current and future pallet sizes.”
To enhance rack safety and longevity, Frangenberg conducted a safety audit of the plant, and
in collaboration with Ladwig as well as General
Mills and Steel King engineers added a number
of safety features to the rack and flow lanes.
Along the plant’s previous pallet flow rack, fork
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truck operators had stacked product alongside
the racking, causing some damage to the structure in the past. For added protection against
such fork truck impact in the new system,
pre-fabricated modular Steel Guard protective
railing was installed. “The Steel Guard rails
protect the sides of the rack from fork truck
traffic, as well as give them a ‘backstop’ to
place packaging up against one of their lay
down areas,” says Frangenberg.
In the plant’s new pallet flow and pushback
rack system, rack bays were widened to better
accommodate new product weights and dimensions. According to Frangenberg, the wider
rack bays also allowed for a larger “flue” along
the upright runs for sprinkler dispersion, which
helped to win approval of the design from General Mills’ insurance company.
Pallet flow entry guides were installed to
improve pallet flow in the flow lanes and allow
more forgiving pallet placement. Along with
this, heavy gauge pallet flow rollers were
placed in the entry and exit flow lanes to better
withstand pallet impact. Reinforced rail side
channels were also used to hold the pallet flow
rollers in place, and the rail channels were
placed on thick structural angle for greater
durability.
Perhaps most unique to the project, to prevent
accidental overloading of the pallet flow rack,
an anti-back up “pawl” system restricts any pallet from entry if the rack is already at capacity.
“The ‘pawl’ system prevents pallets from being
unintentionally pushed out the delivery side of
the flow rack, and is designed with individual
flippers that flip up to catch any size pallet,”
says Ladwig.
“With our new integrated pallet flow and
pushback rack system, our General Mills plant
is operating more safely and efficiently than
ever,” concludes Ladwig. “We’re ready for
continued growth for the next 15 years and
beyond.”
Del Williams is a technical writer based in
Torrance, California. He writes about business, technology, and material handling issues.
Williams has a masters in English from C.S.U.
Dominguez Hills.
For more info on optimizing warehouse storage
and production with custom storage containers,
contact Kelly Kubisiak at Steel King,2700 Chamber St., Stevens Point, WI 54481; call 800-8260203; email: kkubisiak@steelking.com or visit the
websitewww.steelking.com.
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The Latest Solutions in the
Water Jet Cutting Industry
By Michel Peter Smith

In today’s times, the success of an industrial business depends
on how quickly one can design, test, manufacture, and deliver a
customized product. And expectancies of customers are growing.
Custom requirements are expected to be finished as quickly as
possible. This cutting technology has been a huge boon when
it comes to producing customized components in the shortest
amount of time.
With the growth of various industries, there is a need from clients
to use precision and quality components. These cutting companies
face two major problems when producing custom parts:
•

Taper: This is perhaps the biggest problem faced by all
companies. Taper is the difference in cuts between the
top profile and lower profile of a material. The water jet
erodes the material and creates uneven edges.

•

Stream lag: This phenomenon comprises the water jet
lagging behind in the cutting process, creating geometrical errors. For example, if there is a need to cut a circle,
the stream lag causes the jet to cut out a cone shape.

However, there are efforts being taken by companies and associations to find solutions to these problems and create better quality
products and services in custom water jet cutting.
•

New Technologies: In an effort to make a better impact
on clients and the industry in general, many companies
are conducting extensive research and creating new
water jet cutting technologies and software.

•

Water Jets: Some technologies include dynamic designed to counter tapering and stream jet lagging in flat
stock cutting. Using particular CAM software, precision
machining is combined with high speed, enabling the
machine to produce parts at a faster rate and at lower
costs.

•

CAD Software: Research engineers have also created
specialized CAD software using advanced mathematical models. The new software can adjust the working
behavior of the water jet, ensuring the cutting stream is
in the right position. This has led to high production of
components.

•

Robotic Technology: Certain companies have incorporated robotic technology into the water jet cutting
process. This allows for 6 axis cutting radius, which is

not found on traditional machines. Using 2D and 3D software, many companies now offer 5 to 6 axis radius custom water
jet cutting services.
•

Better Equipment: New technologies and software are of no use if the right tools are not used. With the growth of the
water jet cutting industry, the demand for better manufacturing components has opened up a range of possibilities for
equipment providers.

•

Nozzles: The range of materials being cut from cutting machines is enormous. Now clients are asking for components
made from stainless steel, aluminum, glass, and even titanium. To meet this need, equipment providers are creating specialized nozzles with diamond and sapphire orifices for abrasive water jet cutting. Today, one can find nozzles that have
capabilities to water jet components more than 10 inches thick.

•

Portable Cutting Heads: In case the cutting machine breaks down, it can result in loss of time as well as money. Equipment
providers are now offering portable cutting heads that can be replaced easily, allowing the work to be completed on time.

•

Abrasive Hoppers: Getting rid
of the excess material is essential to manufacturing systems.
Abrasive hoppers are designed
to separate metal shears from
fibers and strings for easier
removal. Abrasive hoppers are
now designed to hold more
than 4,000 pounds of material.

•

New Water Jet Cutting Systems: With large industries
such as automotive and aerospace making use of cutting
systems to fabricate their required parts, custom water jet
manufacturing systems have
become popular and cost effective options. These systems
have the capability to fabricate
components of various sizes
and shapes.

Equipment manufacturers can install as
many as 8 cutting heads to enable multiple component fabrication. The systems
have custom platforms for fabricating
extremely large components.
Fully automated systems are the next
thing that equipment providers are
working on. Providers are also designing systems where multiple technologies and the latest equipment can
be used together for faster and more
efficient production.
With these immense efforts by manufacturers, there is no doubt that cutting
systems will become an integral part
of every manufacturing system in the
future.
Michael Peter Smitth writes about the
latest technologies industrial manufacturers use to stay in business and be
efficient.
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The
E

Indispensable
EDM Machine
By James Fallondale

Feature STORY
EDM machine or simply EDM is an abbreviation for electrical discharge machining. This is a machine that uses electrical
discharges to shape or develop a metal
which is impossible to do using traditional
techniques. It uses electrical discharges
on pieces of metal that are electrically
conductive to be able to create different
kinds of intricate shapes with metals. Usually, shapes that are difficult to create with
a grinder, a cutting tool or an end mill are
developed using an EDM.
There are many more uses of an EDM
machine, here are some of them:
• EDM machines like wire EDM machines are great in creating complex
shapes which are impossible to make
using traditional cutting tools. You will be
able to make precise metal components
in the most efficient and practical way
compared to shaping, cutting and sanding
metals, which could take forever to do.
• Extremely hard metals may be easily
cut. Metals that may be easily cut are
hast-alloy, tool-steel, hardened steel,
titanium, carbide and many more. Hard
metals are not just tough, but are also very
expensive compared to their soft counterparts. With an EDM you will never
have to deal with material wastage and
problems with precision cuts since you
are using efficient and precise cutting and
shaping instruments.
• From the largest tool parts, EDM machines will be able to create the smallest
components of machines, engines and
electronic parts. Delicate steel and metal
parts are usually very hard to manufacture and could be sensitive or weak when
conventional tools are used. EDM’s will
create these parts with extreme precision
and without any type of distortion that
could affect the function of a particular
component or part.
• With the EDM method, there is no contact from the machine to the material or
piece of metal that is being treated. Therefore there is no distortion or mistakes that
may occur from a tool making contact
with the material or metal. These qualities
are very important especially when the
industry demands extreme precision like
making components for electronic gadgets, machines and precision equipment.
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• Compared to cutting, shaping and
developing components using standard
methods, EDM machines will create a
smooth finish on the metal. This is ideal
for precision and high quality machine,
tool and equipment parts.
• If you are creating components that have
very small and precise holes then, you
will absolutely need an EDM machine
since it is impossible to drill minute holes
on metals and very hard metals with traditional tools and techniques.
There are two main types of electronic
discharge machines.
A sinker EDM which uses an insulating
liquid (oil or dielectric fluid) to apply
electrical discharges and a wire EDM
that uses a single strand of brass wire
to make deep cuts in the metal. Other popular types include small hole and spark
EDM’s.
There is a very long list of industries that
use these machine tools. From manufacturing coins to fabrication of vehicle parts,
these industries and more have benefited
from the precision and effectiveness of
various EDM machines. In mould production or the creation of prototypes of any
machinery component, they are indispensable as a mould-making tool. Countless
industries like automotive, electronics,
mechanical and aerospace industries
have used parts and components that are
produced using these machines.
EDMs are also used in processes requiring
precise and accurate cutting or forming. A
small hole drilling EDM is used to create
holes in metal parts so that large plats may
be eroded to the metal without the need of
pre-drilling. This method is used in many
industries to create parts such as turbine
blades in jet engines, different components for fuel systems, and many more.
Why are EDMs preferred over other computer controlled cutting machines?
• These machine tools are able to cut hard
metals according to any set design which
may not be possible using other kinds of
traditional cutting tools. They can shape
extremely hard metals which are impossible with many other cutting tools and
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equipment.
• They are designed to create high quality,
precision finished products. Problems
with final product outcome are eliminated since there is no point of contact in
between the tool and the metal or work
piece.
• The end result is a metal part with a
good surface finish due to the critical
cutting
ability of the tool. Even fine holes are possible with an EDM which is impossible
to recreate using any standard cutting tool.
• The production speed may be slower
when compared to high volume production cutting tools but the finished product
is as good as the prototype.
• The use of oil-based insulating fluid
improves the way the material is cut. This
ensures precision and impressive end
results which can reduce material costs.
Although the most common disadvantage
of excessive wearing of tool parts is inevitable in most EDMs, parts and precision
components are typically easy to locate.
There are also many companies that
provide maintenance and repair services.
These machines do typically require a
great deal of maintenance and efficient
handling.
However, well-maintained units will provide years of precision service.
An EDM machine is indispensable no
matter what industry it is used in, so be
sure that you trust only the most reliable
EDM distributors in your industry for
equipment, parts, and service.
There are specialized EDM machines that
will work for the industry or business that
you are in. Be sure to check out online
sources and online machine and equipment sales sites for the ideal electrical
discharge machine that will work for your
business.
James Fallondale helps connect buyers
and sellers of new and used instruments in
the U.S. and Canada.
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Lind
Electronics
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Since 1975 Lind Electronics has established a reputation based on
quality and innovation. In 1984, Lind began focusing on the development of portable power solutions for the computer industry.
Today, they also offer an extensive range of mobile power solution
products such as solar charge systems, custom -2590 SMBUS battery adapters and cables, and combo adapters that work in both
AC and DC power applications, in addition to their better-known
offerings.
Known for extremely fast turnaround times, rugged products,
custom solutions, and exceptional service & support, Lind
Electronics is a proven leader in designing and producing mobile
power solutions for all types of users in different industries. Lind’s
product lines include standard and custom AC/DC and DC/DC
power adapters, battery chargers, dual USB adapters, Shut Down
Timers and stock & custom
cables. Lind Electronics works
directly with users, installers and
engineers in the Military, Public
Safety, Healthcare and Forklift &

Warehousing industries.
Lind’s sales force is no small part of the company’s success, working with customers to identify the right solution for mobile power
needs. The entire staff is knowledgeable and experienced with
industry-specific mobile power applications. From initial Q&A to
final build and delivery of mobile devices, Lind’s sales force develops custom solutions that customers feel confident in.
Lind’s engineering team includes knowledgeable experts in electronic and component design. They develop innovative solutions
designed to meet very specific mobile power requirements. And
Lind’s Technical Support reps provide expert service when troubleshooting issues that may occur with their products.
As more and more users employ mobile devices, ranging from
laptops to tablets, smart-phones and other leading mobile devices,
Lind is focused on continuing to provide the Military, Public
Safety, Healthcare and Forklift & Warehousing industries leading
and compatible power solution products for mobile devices in the
immediate future and beyond.

Company Timeline:
•

1998- Lind started supporting Panasonic Toughbooks with its DC/DC adapters.

•

1999- Lind became the mobile power solution partner for Dell notebooks.

•

2003- Lind introduced the Shut Down Timer, the Ruggedized AC Adapters and the
Ruggedized AC/DC Combo Adapters.

•

2007- Lind introduced the External Battery Charger for Panasonic Toughbooks.

•

2008- Lind introduced the following new products:
•
Rugged Shut Down Timer
•
Low Profile Shut Down Timer
•
Rugged MIL SPEC AC/DC Adapter
•
Isolated DC/DC Adapter
•
Solar Panel Charger

•

2008- Lind became partner of General Dynamics / Itronix for mobile power solutions.

•

2010- Lind debuted Battery-Back Up and Wiring Distribution Boxes for Panasonic
Arbitrator 360 Video System.

•

2011- Lind designed VPDU (Vehicle Power Distribution Unit) for Mobile Mounting
Solutions which integrated a timer, fuse block, and cable routing solution into an easily
mountable package.

Line Electronics Specializes In DC/DC Power Adapters, Shut Down
Timers, Battery Chargers, Custom Cables:
•
•
•
•

Auto & Auto/Air Power Adapters
Auto & Auto/Air/AC Power
Adapters
Expanded Input Range (12-96Vdc)
DC/DC Power Adapters
Shut Down Timers, Battery Chargers
& Laptop Accessories

•
•
•
•

Replacement AC Adapters
Stock & Custom Cables
Solar Charge Systems
Modified and Pure Sine Wave
Inverters

Product FOCUS

HEIDENHAIN’s New
Linear Encoder for
Vacuum Applications
HEIDENHAIN releases its newest addition to vacuum
encoder technology with the LIP 400 series linear encoder
system. Procedures using vacuum technology have become
indispensable in the electronics, medical and analytical
equipment industries. The LIP 400 series is now compatible
with high and ultra high vacuum levels in these applications,
and offers a small mechanical package with options of necessary encoder electronics to be inside or outside the vacuum
chamber, depending on outgassing requirements.
With an output signal period of 2 microns, and a measuring
range of up to 420 mm, the LIP 400 linear encoder series is
easily designed into motion stages. It also has an accuracy
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grade of either +/- 1 micron, or even +/0.5 micron for those applications needing high-end metrology. The encoder system has a position stability of 2 nanometers and a low cyclical error (or interpolation error) of +/- 20
nanometers. Two different types of glass can be ordered for
the scale and scanning unit reticle: a normal float glass with
8 PPM thermal growth or ZERODURR (a 0 PPM thermal
growth) glass ceramic for thermal stability considerations.
The encoders are made of low outgassing materials, designed
for quick pump down times, produced in a clean room environment, and shipped in a nitrogen-flushed custom packaging.
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Ad INDEX
Company

Pg.

Website

Burn Tables

IBC

www.burntables.com

Continental Pipe & Tube

1

www.continentalcutoff.com

Eagle Bending

31

Fabtech Canada

19

www.fabtechcanada.com

Federal Knife

BC

www.federalknife.com

Hodgson

15

www.hcrsteel.com

Knuth

31

www.knuth-usa.com

Lapp USA

5

www.lappgroup.com

www.eaglebendingmachines.com

Lind Electronics

IFC

www.lindelectronics.com

Phase-A-Matic

3

www.phase-a-matic.com

Ram Mount

11

www.ram-mount.com

Rigid Life Lines

23

www.rigidlifelines.com

Steelman

31

www.steelman.com

Tractel

27

www.tractel.com

Utility Metals

7

www.utilitymetals.com

Warehouse Equipment
32

22

www.warehouseequipment.com
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